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quickreport professionals include content creators, users, and even the professionals themselves.
the delivery side includes reporters, designers, copy writers, advertising agencies, and publishers.
when you step back and look at a story, frame it, and offer a response as a counter-frame, then you
are the professional and you know you are on the right track. you have just turned a disruptive idea
into a positive and proactive communication vehicle. in the publishing world, this is a vital function.
using a commercial publication in your corporate communications, your newspapers, magazines,
advertisements, and web sites, this is how you turn around, flip, flop, and finally change the media's
true-biased reporting to something else. don't worry, you are not going to be sold. this is a
professional product, and it was not created as a way to sell you anything. this product was built and
designed to work for you, not the other way around. now, if you need any help, make sure you check
out the support section of the web site. if you have any questions, or need help with this application,
just mail me. i am available to you in the web site by clicking on about . other important early
pioneers in the field included: john dodds, one of the first pr professionals who established an
advertising agency to work with the us government during the end of the world war ii; george gallup,
one of the founders of market research; lee halperin, who established the first pr department in a
major corporation; walter r. todd, who developed methods to improve communications with
journalists; and marion graves wilson, a noted stage and screen actress who gained substantial fame
working with howard hughes, primarily as a pr assistant. she was the inspiration for the character
anna freud in the film the strange case of dr. jekyll and mr. hyde . graves wilson eventually became
well known in the field of public relations as one of the first to work with the television networks as
well as film studios.
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